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Test 4

 Please read each of the following instructions carefully before attempting questions:

• There are 5 questions in all in this question paper

• Candidate has to attempt all 5 questions. All questions are compulsory 
• The number of marks carried by a question/part is indicated against it. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1 (a) How are self fulfilling prophecy and glass ceiling effect related ? (10) 

1 (b) Explain the Psychological effects of crowding. (10) 

1 (c) How can people in rural areas be motivated towards a “small family norm” ? (10) 

1 (d) What is  Human Engineering or Human Factor Engineering ? Provide suitable  examples 
depicting its application.  (10) 

1 (e) What are the Psychological disadvantages in learning via distant mode through IT as 
compared to conventional classroom learning ? (10) 

2 (a) To what extent do you think that violence and aggression depicted in contemporary media 
has a direct effect on society?  (15) 

2 (b) Why do some individuals venture into entrepreneurship while other do not? Explain citing 
characteristics of entrepreneurial behaviour. (15) 

2 (c) As a student of Psychology, how would you come up with strategy to educate and motivate 
the disadvantaged groups in India towards development ? How crucial do you think is the role of 
psychology in uplifting the disadvantaged groups from their current plight in India ? (20) 

3 (a) With special reference to the growing e-commerce industry in India, explain what 
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Psychological principles can be applied to inoculate people against their impulsive online buying 
behaviour. (15) 

3 (b) How can a civil servant exercise his/her knowledge of Psychology in tackling and handling 
communal and caste conflicts in his area of posting ?    (15) 

3 (c)  Given the dismal international competitive status of sports other than cricket in India, what 
psychological interventions would you propose in improving the performance of Indian athletes 
in these other sports ? (20) 

4 (a) What is prejudice and how does it develop ? How is it different from or similar to 
stereotypes ? Explain with the help of examples. (15) 

4 (b) What pushes a person towards Terrorism ? Explain with the help of psychological 
principles. How can Psychology help in bringing the misguided youth involved in terrorism back 
to mainstream society ? (15) 

4 (c) Describe the findings of Psychologist David McClelland in the field of poverty, economic 
development and entrepreneurship. (20) 

  

5 (a) How can psychologists work with defence personnel in promoting positive health ? (10) 

5 (b) Briefly explain the Psychological effects of unchecked use of online social media by 
adolescents in present day. (10) 

5 (c) What are the psychological effects of prolonged deprivation ? (10)  

5 (d)  “A high Population density can have severe Psychological effects in humans”. Do you 
agree ? (10) 

5 (e)  What role can IT and mass media play in tackling the issue of gender discrimination  ? (10) 
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